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became ' our first teachers ' in the art of agriculture l. As
early as 1577 Googe produced an English version of Heres-
bach's treatise under the title of Foure Bookes of Husbandry ;
but the real stimulus came when Sir Richard Weston, after
thirty years' experience of fanning in England, resided in
Brabant and Flanders where he learnt ' a new lesson', of
which he gave the fruits to his countrymen in A Discours of
Husbandrie2. Impressed with the extensive cultivation of
turnips and clover abroad, he recommended that they should
be grown here, not in gardens, but in fields3. They came to
be known as ' the husbandry of Flanders '4; and Worlidge
in 1669 mentions that turnips were being sown in fields ' in
some parts of England', though he deplored that they were
not more widely used5. Their general adoption was delayed,
in fact, until the eighteenth century. Laurence, writing in
1726, observed that there was " nothing which of late years
has turned to greater profit to the fanner than sowing of
turnips in his fields " ; he " finds it now to be one of his
chief treasures " 6. Half a century later Kent declared that
the Norfolk farmer considered it as his ' sheet-anchor'7.
The importance of roots and artificial grasses cannot be
over-estimated. They saved the necessity of leaving one-
third of the land fallow every year, and the change from a
barren fallow to fallow crops8 provided the means for keeping
cattle alive in the winter. This made fresh meat available
throughout the year, whereas hitherto the nation had sub-
sisted in the winter on salted meat; and the substitution of
fresh for salted meat was responsible, in part, for the decline
in the death-rate and the consequent growth of population.
Another outstanding improvement was the drainage of
submerged lands at the end of the sixteenth and in the
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